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The Black Dahlia depicts the infrastructure of L.A.'s most
sensational murder case. A young cop morphs into the
obsessed lover and lust-crazed avenger. His rogue
investigation is a one-way ticket to hell.
A startling panorama of Los Angeles in the fifties. New
Year's Eve as 1949 turns to 1950, Los Angeles: The City
of Angels has becomes the city of the Angel of Death.
Communist witch-hunts and insanely violent killings are
terrorising the community. Three men are plunged into a
maelstrom of violence and deceit when their lives
become inextricably linked as each one confronts his
own personal darkness. The second of the LA Quartet,
the epigraph for The Big Nowhere is a passage from a
novel; "It was written that I should be loyal to the
nightmare of my choice- Joseph Conrad Heart of
Darkness."
The Underworld U.S.A. Trilogy concludes. We've
traversed the interlocked conspiracies of the decade and
are there for the wind-up and swan songs. Blood's A
Rover takes us into the seventies. MLK and RFK are
dead. The Democratic National Convention in Chicago
has spawned chaos. There's a punk-kid private eye in
L.A. He's clashing with a mob goon and an enforcer for
J. Edgar Hoover. There's an armored-car heist and a
cache of missing emeralds. There's bad voodoo in the
Dominican Republic and Haiti. Amidst it all is a
revolutionary, Joan Rosen Klein. The kid P.I., the mob
goon, and Hoover's enforcer love her unto death. Blood's
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A Rover gives us the private nightmare of public policy
on an epic scale.
Beneath the slick, glittering surface of L.A., an
underworld of depravity and wickedness reins. Fritz
Brown is a part-time private eye and full-time repo-man
who gets his kicks listening to classical music. But the
waters get too deep for Brown when he takes a case
from a cash-flashing golf caddy named Freddy “Fat
Dog” Baker that puts him on the trail of his client’s sister
and the older gentleman she’s run off with. But more
suspicious than his sister, a classy cellist, is Fat Dog
himself, who has a past more sordid than he lets on.
Diving into a cesspool of payoffs, incest, and arson,
Brown’s California dreaming transforms into a
technicolor nightmare. In his hypnotic debut, master
crime writer James Ellroy takes us to the edge of an
abyss, where nothing, not even Beethoven, can let in the
light.
Set in Los Angeles from 1947 to 1959, Hollywood
Nocturnes gives us an afterword and six stories set in
the same crime-ridden, sex-crazed period of history of
James Ellroy's L.A. Quartet novels (which include L.A.
Confidential and The Big Nowhere). Dig this: the
swinging sax man's doing repos and plotting a
kidnapping-of himself; a tommy gun is ripping apart
windows, curtains, and bodies in High Darktown; a
carhop at Scrivner's is keeping two extremely sweet
sugar daddies, Howard Hughes and mobster Mickey
Cohen, happy-until the scene turns murderous. This is
the hip-hop hard-edged world of L.A. 1950s style: cars
with fins, Commies in closets, starmakers with comePage 2/20
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ons, ex-cons with guns, and cops with mean streaks as
wide as Sunset Strip. James Ellroy's bizarre, stark tales
dazzle us with their unexpected humor, raw brutality, and
slightly lighter-than-usual noir realism. Hollywood
Nocturnes is quintessential Ellroy: bluesy, black, and
very, very hot.
NATIONAL BESTSELLER AN NPR BEST BOOK OF
THE YEAR It is December 6, 1941. America stands at
the brink of World War II. Last hopes for peace are
shattered when Japanese squadrons bomb Pearl
Harbor. Los Angeles has been a haven for loyal
Japanese-Americans—but now, war fever and race hate
grip the city and the Japanese internment begins. The
hellish murder of a Japanese family summons three men
and one woman. William H. Parker is a captain on the
Los Angeles Police Department. He's superbly gifted,
corrosively ambitious, liquored-up, and consumed by
dubious ideology. He is bitterly at odds with Sergeant
Dudley Smith—Irish émigré, ex-IRA killer, fledgling war
profiteer. Hideo Ashida is a police chemist and the only
Japanese on the L.A. cop payroll. Kay Lake is a twentyone-year-old dilettante looking for adventure. The
investigation throws them together and rips them apart.
The crime becomes a political storm center that brilliantly
illuminates these four driven souls—comrades, rivals,
lovers, history's pawns. Perfidia is a novel of
astonishments. It is World War II as you have never seen
it, and Los Angeles as James Ellroy has never written it
before. Here, he gives us the party at the edge of the
abyss and the precipice of America's
ascendance.Perfidia is that moment, spellbindingly
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captured. It beckons us to solve a great crime that, in its
turn, explicates the crime of war itself. It is a great
American novel. From the Hardcover edition.
The "autobiographical" story of a decades-long string of
sex killings that occurred across America.
A scintillating novel of sex and murder in 50s LA ... Los
Angeles 1951 – Frederick Underhill, an ambitious rookie
of the Los Angeles Police Department, want to become
the most celebrated detective of his time. He is also
sexually promiscuous. His two drives are brought
together by the slaying of Maggie Cadwallader, a lonely
woman whom Underhill slept with shortly before her
death. Using his inside knowledge, Underhill gets himself
on the case, which is being handled by LA’s most
fearsome investigator: Lieutenant Dudley Smith. But
instead of the celebrity status he was hoping for,
Underhill finds himself on the edge of the abyss, his
whole life and future about to take a fall.

Martin Michael Plunkett is a product of his times -the possessor of a genius intellect, a pitiless soul of
brushed steel, and a heart of blackest evil. With
criminal tendencies forged in the fires of L.A.'s
Charles Manson hysteria, he comes to the bay city
of San Francisco -- and submits to savage and
terrible impulses that reveal to him his true vocation
as a pure and perfect murderer. And so begins his
decade of discovery and terror, as he cuts a bloody
swath across the full length of a land, ingeniously
exploiting and feeding upon a society's obsessions.
As he maneuvers deftly through a seamy world of
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drugs, flesh, and perversions, the media will call him
many things -- but Martin Plunkett's real name is
Death. His brilliant, twisted mind is a horriying place
to explore. His madness reflects a nation's own. The
killer is on the road. And there's nowhere in America
to hide.
L.A. Confidential is epic "noir", a crime novel of
astonishing detail and scope written by the
bestselling author of The Black Dahlia. A horrific
mass murder invades the lives of victims and
victimizers on both sides of the law. And three
lawmen are caught in a deadly spiral, a nightmare
that tests loyalty and courage, and offers no mercy,
grants no survivors. (124,000 words)
The first installment of the Lloyd Hopkins Trilogy.
Somewhere out there is a murderer with over twenty
killings to his name - each an apparently random
slaying of a woman, over a twenty-year period and
all unconnnected on the police files. But Detective
Sergeant Lloyd Hopkins begins to see a pattern: he
senses connections between this string of seemingly
motiveless, pointless and unsolved killings. Then the
murderer emerges not as a random killer, but a cool,
efficient despatcher - in his own eyes a saver of
souls and protector of the innocent. As they are
drawn inexorably together, Hopkins and the
murderer challenge each other in a confrontation
which pits icy intelligence against white-heated
madness...
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Reportage and fiction from the underside of LA.
James Ellroy is a unique and powerful writer with a
tough and explosive voice. His obsession with the
dark side of L. A. is personal and vital, triggered by
the murder of his mother when he was ten. This
defining event spawned an early addiction to
paperback crime novels, and Ellroy's own writing is
saturated in an often violent underworld of bent
cops, politicians, stars, sleeze and rumour. Ellroy
exploits memory, history, fact and fiction with
relentless energy and panache. What emerges is an
intense, mythical version of tinseltown in the second
half of the twentieth century.
A stand-alone sequel to the Time magazine Best
Book American Tabloid and the Los Angeles Times
Best Book The Cold Six Thousand traces the 1968
collision of a Klan-raised FBI agent, an ex-cop heroin
runner and a divorce lawyer front-man with ties to
the Kennedy assassinations. Reprint. A best-selling
novel.
January '42. L.A. reels behind the shock of Pearl
Harbor. Local Japanese residents are rounded up
and slammed behind bars. Massive thunderstorms
hit the city. A body is unearthed in Griffith Park. The
cops tag it a routine dead-man job. They're wrong.
It's an early-warning signal of Chaos. There's a
murderous fire and a gold heist. There's Fifth
Column treason on American soil. There are
homegrown Nazis, Commies, and race racketeers.
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It's populism ascendant. There's two dead cops in a
dive off the jazz-club strip. And three men and one
woman have a hot date with history. Elmer Jackson
is a corrupt Vice cop. He's a flesh peddler and a
bagman for the L.A. Chief of Police. Hideo Ashida is
a crime-lab whiz, lashed by anti-Japanese rage.
Dudley Smith is PD hardnose working Army
Intelligence. He's gone rogue and gone all-the-way
fascist. Joan Conville was born rogue. She's a
defrocked Navy lieutenant and a war profiteer to her
core. L.A. '42. Homefront madness. Wartime
inferno--This Storm is James Ellroy's most
audacious novel yet. It is by turns savage, tender,
elegiac. It lays bare and celebrates crazed
Americans of all stripes. It is a masterpiece.
American Tabloid: Offers a story of the dark secrets
behind Kennedy's election and assassination, the
Bay of Pigs, and the roles of the underworld, the
CIA, Howard Hughes, Hoover, and three renegade
law-enforcement officers.
Ellroy's back with the third of his LA Quartet!
Christmas 1951, Los Angeles: a city where the
police are as crooked as the criminals. Six prisoners
are beaten senseless in their cells by cops crazed on
alcohol. For the three L.A.P.D. detectives involved, it
will expose the guilty secrets on which they have
built their corrupt and violent careers...The novel
takes these cops on a sprawling epic of brutal
violence and the murderous seedy side of
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Hollywood. One of the best (and longest) crime
novels ever written, it is the heart of Ellroy's fournovel masterpiece, the LA Quartet, and an example
of crime writing at its most powerful.
DALLAS, NOVEMBER 22ND, 1963. Wayne Tedrow Jr has
arrived to kill a man. The fee is $6,000. He finds himself
instead in the middle of the cover-up following JFK's
assassination. There follows a hellish five-year ride through
the sordid underbelly of public policy via Las Vegas, Howard
Hughes, Vietnam, CIA dope dealing, Cuba, sleazy showbiz,
racism and the Klan. This is the 1960s under Ellroy's
blistering lens, the icons of the era mingled with cops, killers,
hoods, and provocateurs. The Cold Six Thousand is historical
confluence as American nightmare. Fierce, epic fiction. A
masterpiece.
A noir anthology presents short stories that reveal the dark
underbelly of the City of Angels, as well as journalistic pieces
examining true crimes
This book addresses the voyeuristic dimensions of James
Ellroy’s fiction, one of the most significant yet underexplored
areas of his work. Focusing exclusively on The L.A. Quartet
and The Underworld U.S.A. Trilogy, it critically reflects upon a
vivid preoccupation with eyes, visual culture, and visual
technologies that permeates Ellroy’s writings.
The internationally acclaimed author of the L.A. Quartet and
The Underworld USA Trilogy, James Ellroy, presents another
literary masterpiece, this time a true crime murder mystery
about his own mother. In 1958 Jean Ellroy was murdered, her
body dumped on a roadway in a seedy L.A. suburb. Her killer
was never found, and the police dismissed her as a casualty
of a cheap Saturday night. James Ellroy was ten when his
mother died, and he spent the next thirty-six years running
from her ghost and attempting to exorcize it through crime
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fiction. In 1994, Ellroy quit running. He went back to L.A., to
find out the truth about his mother--and himself. In My Dark
Places, our most uncompromising crime writer tells what
happened when he teamed up with a brilliant homicide cop to
investigate a murder that everyone else had forgotten--and
reclaim the mother he had despised, desired, but never dared
to love. What ensues is a epic of loss, fixation, and
redemption, a memoir that is also a history of the American
way of violence. "Ellroy is more powerful than ever." --The
Nation "Astonishing . . . original, daring, brilliant."
--Philadelphia Inquirer
Three of Ellroy's most compelling novels featuring Detective
Sergeant Lloyd Hopkins in one volume. Blood On The Moon:
20 random killings of women are unconnected in police files.
But Det. Sgt. Lloyd Hopkins sees a pattern. As he is drawn to
the murderer, the two men face a confrontation pitting icy
intelligence against white-heated madness. . . Because The
Night: Jacob Herzog, hero cop, has disappeared. A multiple
murder committed with a pre-Civil War revolver remains
unsolved. Are the two cases connected? As Det. Sgt. Lloyd
Hopkins pieces the puzzle together he discovers the darker
threat of John Haviland, a psychiatrist whose pleasure comes
from the manipulation of the weak and lonely. Suicide Hill:
Duane Rice leaves jail with good news and bad news: two
adulterous bank managers are ripe for squeezing, but Vandy,
who he is obsessed with making a rock star, has
disappeared. An orgy of violence erupts as Duane's partner
goes beserk and Duane settles scores with knife and bullet.
Leading the manhunt Sgt. Lloyd Hopkins stumbles on a
horrifying conspiracy of corruption and betrayal- among his
own colleagues. Ellroy's three great early novels are available
in one volume for the first time - the books that led up to his
LA Quartet.
Collects the best noir writing from 1910 to 2010, including
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works by James M. Cain, Joyce Carol Oates, Elmore
Leonard, Dennis Lehane, Evan Hunter, Mickey Spillane,
Patricia Highsmith, and William Gay.
James Ellroy, the undisputed master of crime writing, has
teamed up with the Los Angeles Police Museum to present a
stunning text on 1953 LA. While combing the museum’s
photo archives, Ellroy discovered that the year featured a
wide array of stark and unusual imagery—and he has written
25,000 words that illuminate the crimes and law enforcement
of the era. Ellroy o ffers context and layers on wild and rich
atmosphere—this is the cauldron that was police work in the
city of the tarnished angels more than six decades ago. More
than 80 duotone photos are spread throughout the book in
the manner of hard-edged police evidence.
From the modern master of noir comes a novel based on the
real-life Hollywood fixer Freddy Otash, the malevolent
monarch of the 1950s L.A. underground, and his Tinseltown
tabloid Confidential magazine. Freddy Otash was the man in
the know and the man to know in ‘50s L.A. He was a rogue
cop, a sleazoid private eye, a shakedown artist, a pimp—and,
most notably, the head strong-arm goon for Confidential
magazine. Confidential presaged the idiot internet—and
delivered the dirt, the dish, the insidious ink, and the
scurrilous skank. It mauled misanthropic movie stars, sexsoiled socialites, and putzo politicians. Mattress Jack
Kennedy, James Dean, Montgomery Clift, Burt Lancaster, Liz
Taylor, Rock Hudson—Frantic Freddy outed them all. He was
the Tattle Tyrant who held Hollywood hostage, and now he’s
here to CONFESS. “I’m consumed with candor and wracked
with recollection. I’m revitalized and resurgent. My
meshugenah march down memory lane begins NOW.” In
Freddy’s viciously entertaining voice, Widespread Panic
torches 1950s Hollywood to the ground. It’s a blazing
revelation of coruscating corruption, pervasive paranoia, and
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of sin and redemption with nothing in between. Here is James
Ellroy in savage quintessence. Freddy Otash confesses—and
you are here to read and succumb.

The legendary crime writer gives us a raw, brutally
candid memoir—as high intensity and as riveting as any
of his novels—about his obsessive search for “atonement
in women.” The year was 1958. Jean Hilliker had
divorced her fast-buck hustler husband and resurrected
her maiden name. Her son, James, was ten years old.
He hated and lusted after his mother and “summoned
her dead.” She was murdered three months later. The
Hilliker Curse is a predator’s confession, a treatise on
guilt and on the power of malediction, and above all, a cri
de cœur. James Ellroy unsparingly describes his
shattered childhood, his delinquent teens, his writing life,
his love affairs and marriages, his nervous breakdown,
and the beginning of a relationship with an extraordinary
woman who may just be the long-sought Her. A layered
narrative of time and place, emotion and insight,
sexuality and spiritual quest, The Hilliker Curse is a
brilliant, soul-baring revelation of self. It is unlike any
memoir you have ever read.
Dig. The Demon Dog gets down with a new book of
scenes from America’s capital of kink: Los Angeles.
Fourteen pieces, some fiction, some nonfiction, all true
enough to be admissible as state’s evidence, and half of
it in print for the first time. And every one of them bearing
the James Ellroy brand of mayhem, machismo, and
hollow-nose prose. Here are Mexican featherweights and
unsolved-murder vics, crooked cops and a very clean
D.A. Here is a profile of Hollywood’s latest celebrity perpPage 11/20
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walker, Robert Blake, and three new novellas featuring a
demented detective with an obsession with a Hollywood
actress. And, oh yes, just maybe the last appearance of
Hush-Hush sleaze-monger Danny Getchell. Here’s
Ellroy himself, shining a 500-watt Mag light into all the
dark places of his life and imagination. Destination:
Morgue! puts the reader’s attention in a hammerlock
and refuses to let go.
NATIONAL BESTSELLER AN NPR BEST BOOK OF
THE YEAR It is December 6, 1941. America stands at
the brink of World War II. Last hopes for peace are
shattered when Japanese squadrons bomb Pearl
Harbor. Los Angeles has been a haven for loyal
Japanese-Americans—but now, war fever and race hate
grip the city and the Japanese internment begins. The
hellish murder of a Japanese family summons three men
and one woman. William H. Parker is a captain on the
Los Angeles Police Department. He’s superbly gifted,
corrosively ambitious, liquored-up, and consumed by
dubious ideology. He is bitterly at odds with Sergeant
Dudley Smith—Irish émigré, ex-IRA killer, fledgling war
profiteer. Hideo Ashida is a police chemist and the only
Japanese on the L.A. cop payroll. Kay Lake is a twentyone-year-old dilettante looking for adventure. The
investigation throws them together and rips them apart.
The crime becomes a political storm center that brilliantly
illuminates these four driven souls—comrades, rivals,
lovers, history’s pawns. Perfidia is a novel of
astonishments. It is World War II as you have never seen
it, and Los Angeles as James Ellroy has never written it
before. Here, he gives us the party at the edge of the
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abyss and the precipice of America’s ascendance.
Perfidia is that moment, spellbindingly captured. It
beckons us to solve a great crime that, in its turn,
explicates the crime of war itself. It is a great American
novel.
The first novel in Ellroy's extraordinary Underworld USA
Trilogy as featured on BBC Radio 4's A Good Read.
1958. America is about to emerge into a bright new age
– an age that will last until the 1000 days of John F
Kennedy's presidency. Three men move beneath the
glossy surface of power, men allied to the makers and
shakers of the era. Pete Bondurant – Howard Hughes's
right-hand man, Jimmy Hoffa's hitman. Kemper Boyd –
employed by J Edgar Hoover to infiltrate the Kennedy
clan. Ward Littell – a man seeking redemption in Bobby
Kennedy's drive against organised crime. The festering
discount of the age that burns brightly in these men's
hearts will go into supernova as the Bay of Pigs ends in
calamity, the Mob clamours for payback and the 1000
days ends in brutal quietus in 1963.
Three of James Ellroy's most gripping crime novels
featuring Lieutenant Dudley Smith in one volume. The
Big Nowhere: In 1950s LA three men are drawn into the
shadow of communist witch hunts and violent killings that
force each one to confront his own personal darkness.
But none is prepared for the maelstrom that awaits them.
LA Confidential: LA Christmas 1951. Six prisoners are
beaten senseless in their cells by cops crazed on
alcohol. For the three LAD cops involved, it will expose
the guilty secrets on which they built their corrupt and
voilent careers. White Jazz: LAPD Lieutenant Dave Klein
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made the mean streets he works on mean. But now the
FBI are out to get the cops who murder, bribe and beat
to serve their corrupt careers and Klein is hung out as
bait. Big fish leap at his throat - racketeers, narcotic
kings and scum with skeletons they would kill to keep
hidden. Three of the most epic and powerful crime
novels ever written, this volume is an explosive journey
through the dark side of recent American history, and
crime writing at its best.
A botched liquor store heist leaves three grisly dead. A
hero cop is missing. Nobody could see a pattern in these
two stray bits of information–no one except Detective
Sergeant Lloyd Hopkins, a brilliant and disturbed L.A.
cop with an obsessive desire to protect the innocent. To
him they lead to one horrifying conclusion--a killer is on
the loose and preying on his city. From the master of
L.A. noir comes this beautiful and brutal tale of a cop and
a criminal squared off in a life and death struggle.
'Purgatory is rarely this much fun.' - Financial Times
From The Modern Master of Noir comes a novel about
the malevolent monarch of the 1950s Hollywood
underground - a tale of pervasive paranoia teeming with
communist conspiracies, FBI finks, celebrity smut films
and strange bedfellows. Freddy Otash is the man in the
know and the man to know in '50s L.A. He operates with
two simple rules - he'll do anything but commit murder
and he'll never work with the commies. Freddy is an exL.A. cop on the skids. He snuffed a cop killer in cold
blood - and it got to him bad. So Chief William H. Parker
canned him. Now he's a sleazoid private eye, a
shakedown artist, a pimp - and, most notably, the head
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strongarm goon for Confidential magazine. Confidential
presaged the idiot internet - and delivered the dirt, the
dish, the insidious ink and the scurrilous skank on the
feckless foibles of misanthropic movie stars, sex-soiled
socialites and potzo politicians. Freaky Freddy outs them
all! In Widespread Panic, we traverse the depths of '50s
L.A. and dig on the inner workings of Confidential. You'll
go to Burt Lancaster's lushly appointed torture den; you'll
groove overhyped legend James Dean as Freddy's chief
stooge; you'll be there for Freddy's ring-a-ding
rendezvous with Liz Taylor; you'll be front and centre as
Freddy anoints himself the 'Tattle Tyrant Who Held
Hollywood Hostage'.
Wayne Tedrow, Jr., a young Vegas policeman with
$6,000 in cash, is drawn unwittingly into a conspiracy
involving the cover-up of the truth about the
assassination of John Kennedy.
A mesmerising tale of old Hollywood glamour and postwar espionage from the bestselling author of The Good
Germanand Leaving Berlin. Hollywood, 1945. Ben Collier
returns from war to the news that his filmmaker brother
Daniel has died in mysterious circumstances -- the
papers say it was an accident, but others suspect
suicide. Daniel was a heroic figure who helped many
prominent German intellectuals escape Europe before
the war and then settled in Los Angeles with his beautiful
wife, Liesl. Why would a man with such a bright future
take his own life? Could he have been murdered? Ben is
determined to uncover the truth and uses his friendship
with Continental Studios boss Sol Lasner to penetrate
the maze of studio politics and Hollywood secrets.
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Beneath the surface shine of the movie business lies a
darker world where even the biggest stars and starmakers are vulnerable to old secrets being exposed and
old loyalties tested...
James Ellroys epochal first collection of short fiction.
Dick Contino - 50s accordian player, a star in the
making, is destroyed by a draft-dodging scandal. His life
is on the skids until he comes up with the idea of
resurrecting his career with a fake kidnapping scam.
meanwhile a serial killer is on the loose in Los
Angeles...a killer who is closer to Contino than he
suspects - a killer who wants in on the kidnap - for real...
Plus five previously unpublished short stories.
Detective Sergeant Lloyd Hopkins can’t stand music, or
any loud sounds. He’s got a beautiful wife, but he can’t
get enough of other women. And instead of bedtime
stories, he regales his daughters with bloody crime
stories. He’s a thinking man’s cop with a dark past and
an obsessive drive to hunt down monsters who prey on
the innocent. Now, there’s something haunting him. He
sees a connection in a series of increasingly gruesome
murders of women committed over a period of twenty
years. To solve the case, Hopkins will dump all the rules
and risk his career to make the final link and get the
killer.
The internationally acclaimed author of the L.A. Quartet
and The Underworld USA Trilogy, James Ellroy,
presents another literary noir masterpiece of historical
paranoia. Los Angeles, 1958. Killings, beatings, bribes,
shakedowns--it's standard procedure for Lieutenant
Dave Klein, LAPD. He's a slumlord, a bagman, an
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enforcer--a power in his own small corner of hell. Then
the Feds announce a full-out investigation into local
police corruption, and everything goes haywire. Klein's
been hung out as bait, "a bad cop to draw the heat," and
the heat's coming from all sides: from local politicians,
from LAPD brass, from racketeers and drug kingpins--all
of them hell-bent on keeping their own secrets hidden.
For Klein, "forty-two and going on dead," it's dues time.
Klein tells his own story--his voice clipped, sharp, often
as brutal as the events he's describing--taking us with
him on a journey through a world shaped by monstrous
ambition, avarice, and perversion. It's a world he
created, but now he'll do anything to get out of it alive.
Fierce, riveting, and honed to a razor edge, White Jazz is
crime fiction at its most shattering.
________________________ 'Ellroy writes with raw
power ... undeniably one of the most influential crime
writers of our time' THE TIMES 'a tangled fever-dream ...
Ellroy offers a grandiose, Wagnerian vision of wartime
LA' SUNDAY TIMES ________________________ A
brilliant historical crime novel, set in Los Angeles and
Mexico during the pulse-pounding aftermath of the attack
on Pearl Harbor. January, ’42. L.A. reels behind the
shock of Pearl Harbor. Local Japanese are rounded up
and slammed behind bars. Massive thunderstorms hit
the city. A body is unearthed in Griffith Park. The cops
tag it a routine dead-man job. They’re wrong. It’s an
early-warning signal of Chaos. There’s a murderous fire
and a gold heist exploding out of the past. There’s Fifth
Column treason – at this moment, on American soil.
There are homegrown Nazis, commies and race
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racketeers. There’s two dead cops in a dive off the jazzclub strip. And three men and one woman have a hot
date with History. Elmer Jackson is a corrupt Vice cop.
He’s a flesh peddler and a bagman for the L.A. Chief of
Police. Hideo Ashida is a crime-lab whiz, lashed by antiJapanese rage. Dudley Smith is a PD hardnose working
Army Intelligence. He’s gone rogue and gone all-theway fascist. Joan Conville was born rogue. She’s a
defrocked Navy lieutenant and a war profiteer to her
core. L.A., ’42. Homefront madness ascendant. Earlywartime inferno – This Storm is James Ellroy’s most
audacious novel yet. It is by turns savage, tender,
elegiac. It lays bare and celebrates crazed Americans of
all stripes. ________________________ ‘Epic crime
writing from a master’ DAILY MAIL ‘Ellroy is unique.
There is nobody writing this way ... Nobody has done or
is doing what he is doing’ BOOKMUNCH
Deeper into the Underworld we go... The Underworld is
home to our beloved ancestors, those who gave us our
flesh and blood and our breath. Their blood flows
through our veins and contains great magick and power.
They have the ability to help us heal old karmic wounds
of the past and aide us in our spiritual development.
They can teach us many things about the world of spirit.
All we have to do is honor them. All we have to do is call
to them. The cycles of Life are sacred to our pagan and
magical cosmology, but what of Death? As we honor life,
so, too, must we honor the sacredness of death and
dying. As we go further in our Underworld studies, we
will learn about the Angel of Death and energetic
process of dying. Death is not the end. It is a magical
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transition into the world of spirit where we are rejoined
with our beloved ancestors. The Ancestors are our link to
our past. We will learn to honor them and create a
sacred shrine so that we may commune with them in a
magical and healing way. By honoring the ancestors, we
will strengthen our bonds with the spirits and learn to
heal our family karma that began long ago and affects us
even today. By learning to work with the ancestors, we
will learn to work with the spirits of the dead for magick
and healing. We will learn how ancient cultures
summoned the beloved dead to heal grief and say final
goodbyes. We will also learn magical techniques to
summon the shades of the dead and the Hidden
Company; those powerful spirits that can teach us
ancient wisdom of long ago that can help us tread our
spiritual path to find balance and healing.
CHOSEN BY TIME MAGAZINE AS ONE OF THE TEN
BEST BOOKS OF THE YEAR "ONE HELLISHLY
EXCITING RIDE." --Detroit Free Press The '50s are
finished. Zealous young senator Robert Kennedy has a
red-hot jones to nail Jimmy Hoffa. JFK has his eyes on
the Oval Office. J. Edgar Hoover is swooping down on
the Red Menace. Howard Hughes is dodging subpoenas
and digging up Kennedy dirt. And Castro is mopping up
the bloody aftermath of his new communist nation.
"HARD-BITTEN. . . INGENIOUS. . . ELLROY SEGUES
INTO POLITICAL INTRIGUE WITHOUT MISSING A
BEAT." --The New York Times In the thick of it: FBI men
Kemper Boyd and Ward Littell. They work every side of
the street, jerking the chains of made men, street scum,
and celebrities alike, while Pete Bondurant, ex-rogue
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cop, freelance enforcer, troubleshooter, and
troublemaker, has the conscience to louse it all up.
"VASTLY ENTERTAINING." --Los Angeles Times Mob
bosses, politicos, snitches, psychos, fall guys, and
femmes fatale. They're mixing up a molotov cocktail
guaranteed to end the country's innocence with a bang.
Dig that crazy beat: it's America's heart racing out of
control. . . . "A SUPREMELY CONTROLLED WORK OF
ART." --The New York Times Book Review
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